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ABSTRACT 

Turbulence and periodic oscillations are easIly seen with an optically bistable 

device with a delay in the feedback. The device is a hybrid. having both optical and 

electronic components. The details of the time-dependent output are investigated. In 

particular. as the input intensity is increased. the device output goes through a series 

of second-order nonequilibrium phase transitions or bifurcations. A truncated period

doubling sequence is observed prior to the onset of turbulence or chaos. The 

truncation is shown to be due to a noise-induced bifurcation gap. Within the chaotic 

regime. the device largely follows the reverse bifurcation scheme of Lorenz. In 

addition. there is a small domain of freqency-Iocked behavior that exists within the 

chaotic domain. These frequency-locked waveforms represent an alternate path to 

chaos. 

With the route to chaos well understood. it remained to characterize the erratic 

motion itself. Dimension and correlation entropy are measured for various settings of 

our hybrid device. The measured dimension is found to be significantly less than 

dimensions consistent with a conjecture due to Kaplan and Yorke. The standard 

method of determining correlation entropy is shown to yield more than one value. 
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This work concerns the observation and characterization of erratic behavior known 

as chaos in an optically bistable system. There are three main parts. This chapter 

provides an overview as well as background and historical information on optical 

bistability and chaos. Chapter 2 discusses the device and its path to chaos, and 

compares our experimental results to those predicted by a simple theoretical model. 

The appendix supplements some of the theory presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

deals with the measurement and quantification of the chaotic output observed. 

Optical Bistabilityl refers to an optical system with two distinct states of transmitted 

light intensity. The output state is determined by the recent history of the input 

variable. Fig. I shows the hysteresis curve, It vs. Ii, for a typical bistable system. It 

and Ii denote the transmitted and input light intensities. Bistable devices must have 

feedback which is nonlinear in the input variable. An example of such a bistable 

device is a resonator containing a nonlinear medium. In general, the medium will have 

both nonlinear absorption and a nonlinear index of refraction, and either nonlinearity 

can produce bistability. Systems are usually categorized as "absorptive" or 

"dispersive", depending upon which effect most influences the feedback. Systems can 

achieve the feedback optically, as in the case of the resonator or through electronics, 

as described below. The former are called "intrinsic" and the latter "hybrid". A form 

of optical bistability can also occur in lasers2, but such complex systems are not 

considered here. OB was first considered3 in 1969 by Seidel and Szoke et. al. The first 

experimental observation of OB4 was by McCall, Gibbs, Churchill and Venkatesan in 
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1975. They observed dispersive OB in a plane fabry-perot cavity filled with sodium 

vapor. 

By 1979 bistable optical devices were studied extensively. both theoretically and 

experimentally. The arrangement usually treated theoretically5 was the ring cavity 

shown in Fig. 2. Mirror Mi has intensity transmission f~ and reflectivity r2. The input 

field is Ei' Writing the boundary condition for the field E(t) just to the right of Mi' 

we have the difference equation 

E(t) ... tEi + F[E(t-tR)]' (1) 

where tR is the time it takes light to travel once around the cavity. F(E(t-tR» is a 

nonlinear function describing the field returning to Mi' E(t) was thought to change on 

a time scale tR/(1-r2). the time it takes for light to build up inside the cavity. If E(t) 

varies slowly. a Taylor expansion can convert Eq. 1 to a differential equation: 

E(t) :l! tEi + F[E(t)] + :: [E(t-tR) - E(t)] 

aF aE 
:l! tEi + F[E(t)] + tR aE at· (2) 

When F(X) is supplied. a solution for E(t) can be found and the stability of each 

solution can be tested. Steady-state models6 predict conditions for OB and the 

switching points. Optically bistable systems were known to have two types of 

instabilities: regenerative pulsations7 and self-pulsing8• Regenerative pulsations can 

occur in a bistable device when the nonlinearity is the result of two competing 

mechanisms with different time constants. The output of such a system can 

periodically switch states because the bistable loop (It vs. Ii) effectively shifts back 
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Fig. 1. Hysteresis curve of optical bistability. 
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Fig. 2. Ring cavity boundary conditions. 
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and forth along the Ii axis. The self-pulsing instability involves interference between 

adjacent longitudinal cavity modes and gives an oscillation with period tR. which is 

generally a much shorter time scale than that of regenerative pulsations. 

Ikeda9 treated the ring cavity as above but did not make the Taylor expansion and 

worked with the difference equation directly. Ikeda claimed that much of what was 

previously thought to be stable was actually unstable if the feedback delay time was 

large compared to the response time of the nonlinear element. This unstable output 

could oscillate with a period related to 2tR (half the self-pulsing frequency). or could 

exhibit erratic behavior called chaos. In particular. as the input intensity is increased 

the following sequence of waveforms should be seen10: stable -. period 2tR -. period 

4tR -. period 8tR -. ... -. chaos. Ikeda's result was controversial and not immediately 

accepted. primarily because E(t) was thought to be slowly varying on a time scale tR' 

In retrospect it is clear that since electric fields interfere. a change in optical path of 

only a fraction of a wave can make a significant change in the resultant field. and this 

change (although delayed) can occur in a time short compared to tR' 

In 1980 Gibbs. Hopf. Kaplan. and Shoemaker inserted a delay in the feedback loop 

of a hybrid device and became the first to observe the 2tR oscillation. period 

doubling. and chaos in an optically bistable system. proving Ikeda's claim correctll. 

The devicel2 consisted of a He-Ne laser whose beam passed through a modulator 

(piezoelectric crystal between crossed polarizers) and was detected with a photodiode. 

The signal from the photodiode was delayed with a computer. then amplified and fed 

back to the modulator causing a change in its transmission. Agreement between 

experiment and theory was good. but not perfect. The piezoelectric crystal was later 

replaced with an electro-optic one. Theory led us to believe that we would observe 

many period doublings on the route to chaos while in fact we saw only one. This led 
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to the recognition of a "bifurcation gap"13. which occurs when noise causes the period 

doubling sequence to terminate prematurely. We also reported a frequency-locked 

periodic output not predicted by theory that occurred within the domain of chaos. 

Later theoretical work14 also found these waveforms and revealed that we had 

observed a tangent bifurcation or "crisis". In addition. we first noted that a chaotic 

upper state can spontaneously switch to a chaotic lower state. a phenomenon called 

"precipitation". With the path to chaos well understood. we turned our attention to 

characterizing the chaos itself. 

The history of the scientific investigation of erratic but deterministic behavior is 

relatively short. Such behavior. also called chaos or turbulence. was first considered 

by Poincare at the end of the nineteenth century. He pointed out15 that prediction 

becomes impossible when small errors in knowledge of initial conditions lead to huge 

uncertainties in the final phenomena. With quantum mechanics came the notion that 

some processes such as spontaneous emission can only be described statistically. and 

interest in chaos waned. 

In 1944 Landau16 attempted to explain the turbulent flow observed when rotating a 

cylinder immersed in a can filled with fluid. He conjectured that the erratic motion 

was due to the acquisition of many incommensurate frequency components. A 

monitored variable such as velocity would be a quasi-periodic function of time and 

have a discrete power spectrum. Lorenz17 (1963) made a simple model of fluid flow 

with three coupled differential equations. The model showed "nonperiodic" solutions 

with continuous power spectra for wide ranges of parameter settings. Ruelle and 

Takens1s defined chaos as a sensitivity to initial conditions such that uncertainties 

grow exponentially in time. They showed theoretically that this sensitivity leads to a 
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continuous power spectrum. Chaotic phenomena are now observed in many areas19: 

meteorology, biology, hydrodynamics, medicine, economics, and optics, to name a few. 

Chaotic systems are usually examined in phase space, a tool introduced by 

Poincare. Consider a system whose state can be described by n variables: x I, .. , xn . 

If we construct an n-dimensional euclidean space whose coordinates are x I, ... xn ' 

then any possible state of the system can be represented by a point. A system evolving 

continuously in time corresponds to a particle (point) moving through phase space 

along a trajectory. The set of states a system takes on (after initial transients die 

away) forms an object in phase space called an attractor. The attractor of a system in 

steady-state is a fixed point. A system undergoing periodic motion has an attractor 

that is a closed curve called a limit cycle. Quasi-periodic behavior is represented by a 

toroidal attractor. Fig. 3a shows the temporal behavior of our system undergoing the 

period 4tR oscillation. The variable monitored is the voltage applied to the modulator, 

Vet). Fig. 3b shows a phase space representation of the same waveform. To specify 

the state of the system we use Vet) and the voltage present one time-delay earlier, V(t

tR)' The attractor is a closed curve recognized as a limit cycle. Prior to the Lorenz 

model, fixed points, limit cycles, and tori were the only known attractors. The 

attractor observed by Lorenz was more complex than a torus and dubbed "strange". 

All known chaotic processes possess strange attractors, and current techniques rely 

heavily on studying the strange attractor to learn about the underlying process. 

One of the properties of an attractor is its dimension. Roughly speaking, the 

dimension is the number of variables needed to specify a location on an attractor. 

Thus a point is zero-dimensional and the limit cycle of Fig. 3b is one-dimensional. A 

simple torus is a curved surface and has dimension two. Strange attractors can have 

dimensions that are not integers. Theory18 indicates that we can construct attractors 
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Fig. 3. Period 4tR oscillation. (a) Time domain. (b) Phase space. 
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from experimental time series. In Chap. 3, we calculate the dimensions of 

experimental attractors using a technique due to Grass berger and Procaccia20
• Our 

device can repeatably produce attractors with dimension less than two21
• This result 

conflicts with a mathematical conjecture22 which contends that the attractor for any 

continuous time chaotic system must have dimension greater than two. 

Another means of characterizing a chaotic process is by examining the growth of 

uncertainties in initial conditions. To be specific, suppose we have an attractor whose 

dimension is approximately two. We can specify a location on it by (x1 ± ox1• x2 ± ox2). 

where the uncertainties define a rectangle in phase space. Since the attractor is a 

record of how the system evolves, we imagine following attractor points that lie within 

the range of initial conditions to see how the rectangle changes with time. More 

complex attractors require working in higher dimensions. but the logic does not 

change. The deformation of the rectangle is quantified by parameters called Lyapunov 

exponents. 23 In general, each direction (in a suitably rotated coordinate system) will 

shrink, stay the same, or expand, according to whether the Lyapunov exponent is 

negative. zero, or positive. Chaos is present if one or more positive exponents exist. In 

the absence of positive exponents. one or more zero exponents indicate periodic or 

quasi-periodic behavior. If all exponents are negative, uncertainties vanish in all 

directions and the attractor is a fixed point. Two quantities are of interest : 1) The 

trajectory divergence, which is the maximum positive Lyapunov exponent. and 2) the 

entropy. which is conjectured to be the sum of the positive exponents. The simplest 

chaotic motions have only one positive exponent. For them, the trajectory divergence 

should equal the entropy. 

We calculate trajectory divergences and entropies for various experimental 

waveforms. We expect one but find two values for the entropy. One of the values 
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agrees with the trajectory divergence. F.inally, we reverse the time series and examine 

backward trajectory divergences. We find fictitious rates, and conclude that 

ambiguities may arise from using averages over the attractor to study dynamical 

systems, but they can be resolved by examining the members of the average 

individually. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PATH TO CHAOS 

Much interest in chaos has been concerned with the set of nonequilibrium phase 

transitions (bifurcations) which lie between stable and chaotic behavior24• This 

discussion will be restricted to the phases that are expected in our case, which involve 

limit cycles. These cycles differ from each other in that the period of the cycle is 

doubled in going from one phase to the next in the direction of chaos.25 Feigenbaum 

has shown that while there may be an infinite number of periodic phases in the 

period doubling sequence, the domains of these phases shrink geometrically with a rate 

5 so that the overall domain of periodicity is finite. 10 Furthermore, he demonstrated 

that the rate 5 is a universal property of period doubling that is largely independent of 

the details of the system. Previous tests of Feigenbaum's ideas have been made in 

hydrodynamics with mixed results. Some cases work as he predicts26 and others do 

not.27 Our system can often be modelled by a one-dimensional map. as is the case that 

Feigenbaum analyzed. and as such. its behavior might be expected to follow his 

scheme closely. 

Sec. I describes the experimental apparatus used and presents the results obtained 

with it. In Sec. II map model predictions are compared to experimental results. 

Finally. in Sec. III. results are summarized and some conclusions are drawn. 

I. Experiment 

Most of the results presented in this chapter use the hybrid optical bistable device 

shown in Fig. 4. A Helium-Neon laser provides an optical signal which is fed through 

an electro-optic modulator. The output is detected with a photodiode. and the 
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amplified electrical signal is fed back to the modulator after a delay time tR' This 

setup is largely the same as the one in Ref. 28 except that the piezoelectric crystal has 

been replaced by a potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) modulator and a different 

value of the DC bias has been used. The piezoelectric crystal has an intrinsic 

hysteresis which influences the details of the system response in a complicated 

fashion. With the new modulator. the bifurcation structure is much simpler and is also 

in much better agreement with theory. The key element that produces the instability is 

a time delay in the feedback loop which plays the role of the cavity round-trip time 

tR in an intrinsic bistable device. The delay is introduced by feeding the output of 

the detector through an A to D converter into a TRS80 computer. The signal is 

sampled every 0.225 msec. The result is stored in a buffer in memory and is then fed 

back through a D to A converter at a time tR later. The two amplifiers in Fig. 4 are 

needed to match the voltage requirements of the computer to those of the detector and 

the modulator. 

The equation that describes this bistable device is29 

(1) 

where X .. TTV/Vh. V is the voltage applied to the modulator. Vh is the half-wave 

voltage of the modulator. Xb .. TTVb/Vh is the bias. 1 is the response time of the 

electronic circuit. and ~ is a coefficient that measures the ability of the modulator to 

achieve extinction between crossed ·polarizers. The bias is set so that Xb co -"/2 to 

within 1 % (note that in the first experiment. the bias was set close to zero). The 

coefficient E is nearly unity (we measur~d E=0.98±0.01). The bifurcation parameter 

JL",C010 2Iin is proportional to the gains 0 1 and O2 of the amplifiers and to the input 
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Fig. 4. Experimental Layout: He-Ne; LP, linear polarizers (crossed); KDP, modulator; It detector. 
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laser intensity lin. and is the parameter that is varied in the experiment. The constant 

p. is measured directly by breaking the feedback loop between the final amplifier and 

the modulator. A zero voltage is placed on the modulator. and a voltag~ V is measured 

at the output of the final amplifier. From Eq. (l) this gives p. .. V IV h . 

Ikeda showed theoretically9 and we confirmed experimentally28 that instabilities 

associated with the difference term in Eq.(l) occur whenever 1«tR (i.e .• the "good 

cavity" limit of optical bistability). while 1»tR leads to conventional stability criteria 

for the device. We normally use tR-36 msec and 1 .. 0.8 msec so that 1«tR. In many 

cases30 much can be learned about the behavior of the device by dropping the term 1X 

from Eq.(l). defining tn .. ntr • Xn .. X(tn). and using the nominal fixed values of ~ .. l and 

Xb .. -rr/2 to obtain 

Xn+l .. rrp.(l - sinXn)· (2) 

A primary interest is the question of how well Eq.(2) predicts the output of the 

experiment. This is discussed in the next section. 

The remainder of this section is divided into two parts. The first subsection is 

concerned with the major results of the experiment insofar as they deal with the 

issues of period doubling and chaos. In the second subsection the features of the 

experiment that relate to optical bistability are discussed. 

A. Bifurcations and Chaos 

The basic experimental quantity of interest is the time-dependent output of the 

bistable device shown in Fig. 5. We also take the power spectrum of the output 

voltage and make histograms of the function X(t). 
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Since the computer is mostly inactive during the 100 JLsec required for an A to D 

conversion. we can use it to make the histograms of the output voltage. The voltage is 

digitized to eight-bit accuracy and each voltage is associated with a sixteen-bit location 

in memory. We add one to the appropriate location in memory at each digitization 

step. The histogram is regarded as complete whenever any voltage is recorded 216 

times. Since we digitally sample the waveform at a rate which is four times the 

highest frequency present. there are approximately 214 statistically independent 

samples. The data are then combined to conform to the 48 x 128 graphics display of 

the cathode-ray tube. This corresponds to about 103 points for each unit on the scale 

thus the maximum statistical error in the histogram is about 3%. We record the time 

trace on a tape recorder so that we can subsequently take the power spectrum of the 

time trace that gave the histogram. The value of fL is also measured with an accuracy 

of 1-2%. We normally measure fL first. allow all transients to die away. and then take 

the histogram and time trace. We then measure fL again to insure against drift of the 

laser power. 

Since our spectrum analyzer is unable to handle the relatively slow time scales of 

the device. we speed up the trace with variable-speed tape recorders. The sped-up 

trace is fed into the spectrum analyzer whose output is digitally averaged for greater 

accuracy. During the recording of the trace. the dc component is altered so that in all 

spectra its value is arbitrary. 

In Fig. 5 we give representative examples of the time dependence and statistics for 

the six major time-dependent features of the device output and the values of fL at 

which they occurred. Note that all of these features come from the lower branch of 

the conventional optical bistability hysteresis curve (transmitted intensity vs. input 

intensity) as is discussed further in Sec. II. These features are observable even when a 
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few of the optical components are misaligned. or when the range of voltages fed to the 

A to D converter is too small which significantly increases the noise level. The four 

columns in Fig. 5 are 

(a) voltage in arbitrary units versus time in units of tR. 

(b) power spectrum on a logarithmic scale versus frequency on a scale from zero to 

20/tR· 

(c) power spectrum. again on a logarithmic scale versus frequency with the abscissa 

expanded to show the low-frequency behavior. 

(d) histogram with arbitrary scales showing the probability of a given X vs. X. 

Row one shows the square wave whose period is. as expected. close to the value 

2(1 + tR)' where the factor of two in the period is responsible for the nomenclature 

"period two." Row two shows the output of the first period doubling which is called 

"period four." Note that while period two is a nice square wave. there are overshoots 

of the middle amplitudes of the period four. Note in the spectra that the subharmonics 

associated with period four are much smaller than the period-two peaks; in 

accordance with Feigenbaum's theory.l0 both qualitatively and quantitatively. The 

width of all spectral peaks in rows one and two are instrumentally limited and the 

background noise is very low. The spectrum in row one (broad scale) is in good 

agreement with the periodic example in Ref. 29. 

As J1. is increased. instead of seeing period-eight as might be expected. the transition 

to chaos is made. Rows three. four. and six correspond to outputs that we call 

"period-four chaos". "period-two chaos". and "fully developed chaos." respectively. 

Note in the time trace the rapid scale on which the chaos occurs. This is due to the 
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unstable character of chaotic trajectories, and is why chaotic traces can readily be 

distinguished from noisy traces. Note also that the period-four chaos appears to be 

similar to the period four case with a small chaotic background: the histogram of 

period-four chaos has four distinct domains of nonzero amplitude and three well

defined domains of essentially zero amplitude. In the passage from period-four to 

period-two chaos, the outer two zero-amplitude domains shrink smoothly to zero width 

as the two lower and higher domains merge into each other. These observations are in 

agreement with theory.31 In the passage from period-two chaos to fully developed 

chaos, we see that X(t) can wander over the domain from X .. O to X .. rrfl with no gaps 

in the histogram. The spectra of the chaotic traces are broader overall than in the 

periodic cases, and while there are still peaks corresponding to period-two behavior, 

they have become broader (they are no longer instrument limited). The spectral 

background is very high and the peaks are only a factor of ten above the background. 

The spectrum of fully developed chaos is in good accord with the chaotic example in 

Ref. 29. 

The waveform shown in row five is an example of the frequency-locked 

waveforms that we see in a very small domain of fl between period-two chaos and 

fully developed chaos. The spectral peaks are governed by r rather than tR (changing 

r does not radically alter the main features of the spectra), and the spectrum shows 

only weak structure associated with tR' Within this zone, two or three different basic 

waveforms are observed, each having a dominant frequency component that is locked 

to an odd harmonic of the period-two waveform (hence the name "frequency locked"). 

Only the odd harmonics whose frequencies fall within a domain approximately 

described by k/r±l/tR give rise to a frequency locked waveform. where ke!I/8 is an 

empirically determined constant. In general, these waveforms are not periodic. but 
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occasionally. as in the example shown in row five. a high degree of periodicity may 

be exhibited. The waveform shown' in row five has a fundamental frequency of 

11/2tR. but it also has a substructure similar to a period four waveform. This gives 

the peak at 1l/4tR. 

Frequency-locked waveforms and their role as an alternate path to chaos were 

studied further32 with an improved hybrid (described in the next chapter) employing 

an optical fiber for the delay. Fig. 6 shows (a) period two. followed by periodic 

waveforms locked to the (b) third. (c) fifth and (d) seventh harmonics of period two. 

Of the frequency-locked waveforms. only (d) is stable since its main spectral peak is 

near T. The waveforms in (b) and (c) were stabilized with a small external locking 

signal. Chaotic examples are given in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows a relatively rare case 

having a single strong frequency component at 5/2tR as well as a continuous 

background. More typical is the case in Fig. 7(b). where sharp spectral peaks are seen 

at several harmonics. Another common case is shown in Fig. 7(c). There are no sharp 

peaks in this example. but instead broad peaks at all harmonics are observed. Fig. 7(d) 

is an example of fully developed chaos. which has the property that the harmonic 

peaks are almost entirely washed out. 

The domain in /L of the frequency-locked behavior is so small that we cannot 

readily measure it. but is approximately 0.01 (i.e .• <1% of the range of /L) and the 

subdomains of different locking frequencies are even smaller. The transients in this 

region are very long lived (from 30 sec to 10 min) compared to those of the periodic 

regime. Our laser is usually stable enough to stay within these small domains for such 

long times although it intermittently drifts. By comparison to these domains. the 

predicted size of the period-eight domain given in App. A is 0.016. This is certainly 

much larger than the frequency-locked subdomains. which is why our nonobservation 
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of period eight is significant. We will see in Sec. II that noise is responsible for a 

"bifurcation gap" which precludes observation of the higher order period doublings. 

B. Relationship to Bistability 

In this subsection. those features of our experiment that relate to issues of optical 

bistability are discussed. The most important point we discuss is related to the nature 

of the bistable hysteresis loop measured when the output is averaged over a time 

greater than tR so that the instability is not directly observable. For the set of 

parameters chosen for this experiment. the time-average bistable loop is very different 

from the loop predicted when the instability is ignored. The opposite is true in the 

case discussed in Ref. 28. This has interesting implications for future experiments in 

intrinsic devices. We also note the observation of a "precipitation" phenomenon. 

For values of p. > 1. the upper and lower branches of the device lose their identity. 

both theoretically and experimentally. and the output wanders erratically between the 

two states. In this regime. one neither expects nor finds that the time-average power 

will be near either of the branches. but rather is somewhere in between. In Fig. 8. we 

show (a) the output voltage and' (b) the time-average output voltage versus input laser 

intensity (horizontal axis == p.) as the intensity is slowly cycled from zero to a 

maximum (p. > 1) and back to zero. To obtain Fig. 8(b). the output voltage was 

measured after passing through a simple low-pass resistance-capacitor (RC) filter with 

a large time constant so that the time transients are averaged out. The device 

parameters are the same as Sec. I A. 

Let us discuss Fig. 8(a) first. For small p.. the stable output gives a trace which is a 

single line. For higher p.. one gets the periodic regime in which the output jumps 

between two values. This appears in the figure as a branching of the lower state. The 
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lines then split again to give period four and beyond that there is chaos. The details of 

the chaotic portion are not observable here, since we cycle too quickly for the 

transients to settle down. The chaos involves a wandering over a domain 0 ~ X ~ rrp. 

and appears as a wash. Then as intensity is increased past p. - 1, the chaotic trace 

suddenly jumps so that it covers the domain 0 ~ X ~ 2rrp.. As p. is decreased, it is a 

stochastic question which branch is selected. We show the case of the upper branch, 

in which case chaos, followed by periodic, then stable portions of the branch are 

observed. At p.~O. 7, the trace returns to the lower branch where period-four motion is 

resumed. 

The time-average power, shown in Fig. 8(b). is extremely different from what 

would be expected theoretically if the Ikeda instability were not present. The right

hand point where the loop closes occurs at a value of the input laser intensity which 

is much smaller than predicted by conventional bistability theory (see App. A). 

Moreover, the average power is manifestly not that of the upper branch. which is 

what conventional bistability analysis predicts. It may be possible to use this 

difference in the time-average output to observe an instability in an intrinsic ring 

device which was the original problem considered by Ikeda. The known nonlinear 

media with very short T have relatively small nonlinear coefficients. and thus Q

switched lasers are needed to make nonlinearities occur. One will need short cavities 

to make the device have an adiabatic response to the Q-switched laser pulse. and this 

will make it very difficult to resolve the time dependence of the instability. 

We also note that we observe an Ikeda instability even if T~tR' although the 

domains of instability are greatly altered. This is encouraging from the standpoint of 

verifying the existence of the instability in a cavity using cw lasers. Certain materials 

such as Na and GaAs have response times T~20 nsec and large enough nonlinearities 
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Fig. 8. Output voltage vs . input laser intensity. (a) Instantaneous. (b) Time-average. 
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to be used in a 2-3 m cavity with a cw laser. There should be no difficulty in 

resolving the time dependence of the output in this case. 

When the bias is set at slightly less than -rr/2, the chaotic upper state spontaneously 

drops into the chaotic lower state. This has been called a "precipitation ... 33 This is the 

first experimental observation of such a phenomenon in optical bistability. 

Precipitation has been predicted to occur in self-pulsing instabilities33 as well as our 

case.34 Since we have been predominantly concerned with instability in the lower 

branch, we often fail to ensure that the electrical system is linear in the upper state. 

This nonlinearity causes the upper state to be stable for all p. considered here. In that 

case, for p. > I, the unstable lower state precipitates to the upper branch. This is the 

type of precipitation that has been predicted for self-pulsing instabilities, but in that 

case, it is always the lower state that is stable and the upper state which is unstable. 

Another interesting phenomenon occurs when the detector is slightly saturated (by 

using large input intensities and lower amplifier gains) while on the lower branch. We 

then see period-three solutions in the chaotic domain. In this case one can find 

examples where both period-three and chaotic output occur for the same device 

setting, which is the essence of the theorem of Li and Yorke,35 namely, that "period

three implies chaos." 

II. Comparison of Theory and Experiment 

Many of the basic ideas which underly the current understanding of chaotic 

behavior have been generated by studying equations that are similar to Eq.(2).24,lo We 

were motivated to choose the case ~",l and Xb,",-rr/2 so as to reproduce all of the 

important features of the parabolic map Xn+ 1 .. p.Xn (l-Xn). since that case has 

received a great deal of attention in the literature. 
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In Fig. 9. we show the steady state as a function of p. for O::;;p.::;;l. which is part of 

the usual "5" curve of optical bistability. The lower branch continues out to a value 

p.»l where conventional theory predicts that the device should go to the upper branch 

[note that this is in direct conflict with the experimentally observed loop on Fig. 8(b)]. 

The theoretical and experimental domains over which the periodic waveforms in 

Fig. 5 are observed are given in Fig. 9. The experimental bifurcation points are in 

fair agreement with theory. given the difficulty (due to critical fluctuations) of 

defining these points experimentally (the different chaotic domains also show 

qualitative agreement with numerical estimates of the domains). The ratio of the 

period-two domain to period-four is 4.3±O.3. which is in qualitative· agreement with 

Feigenbaum's hypothesis. given that the scaling is only approximate for low periods. 

In terms of the gross features of the bifurcations. the experiment is in good 

agreement with the period-doubling and universality ideas. except for the absence of 

period doublings from period eight on. While we observe period two and period four 

with complete reliability. we observe period eight only rarely (Le .• less than I % of the 

times that we sweep through the bifurcation sequence). and we never observe periods 

sixteen and higher. It was not a straightforward matter to determine whether these 

observations are in conflict with the period doubling hypothesis. since the 

experimentally observed domain of frequency locking is smaller than the period-eight 

domain predicted by Eq.(4) (p.3-p.2=O.OI6). Subsequent experiments with an improved 

device have shown that the period doubling sequence is in fact truncated by the noise 

present in the system. an effect called a "bifurcl.l.tion gap."13 Essentially. we fail to see 

period eight because the uniqueness of the nearest two stable solutions is destroyed by 

the noise. Thus we can hold p. in the appropriate domain reliably. but the eight 

separate levels needed for period eight cannot remain distinct. The effect of noise on 
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the observed bifurcation sequence is illustrated in Fig. 10. Solid curves indicate 

bifurcation points as a function of noise. Note the asymmetry in the bifurcation gap. 

i.e .• more noise is needed to eliminate a chaotic waveform than is needed to eliminate 

its periodic counterpart. 

Let us turn next to the chaoth.: domain and restrict our discussion to the case JLO. 

since for JL) I the trajectories are no longer confined to separate domains centered 

about the upper and lower branches of Fig. 9. A chaotic trajectory of Eq.(2) starting 

from initial point X .. X(O) is defined as having the property that a neighboring 

trajectory starting from X .. X(O)+8X diverges exponentially from it. IS Within the 

chaotic domain. Eq.(2) has both chaotic and periodic solutions. where the periodic 

solutions have odd periods. We have observed these odd-period solutions only when 

the device was not properly aligned. From private communication.36 we are led to 

believe that odd-period solutions of Eq.(l) do not actually occur in the chaotic domain. 

Furthermore. our calculations show that these periodic solutions of Eq.(2) should not 

exist in the presence of the level of noise in our experiment (which comes from the 

digitization accuracy of A to D and D to A steps). 

We therefore assume that we can ignore the periodic solutions of Eq.(2) for JL>JLc. in 

which case the theory33 of the chaotic domain of Eq.(2) is straightforward. As JL is 

increased. one finds that the domain of X over which the chaotic solution wanders is 

subdivided into 2n sub-domains which we have called "period 2n " chaos. The way 

the chaotic solution changes with increasing JL reverses the order of period doubling. 

i.e .• n decreases with increasing JL. The ordering in magnitude of the 2n consecutive 

amplitudes (starting with the smallest) is the same as the ordering in the periodic 

solution of 2n. Hence period-four chaos is expected to have the sequencing of Eq.(3). 

and should look like a period-four solution with a superimposed chaotic background. 
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This is just what is observed. 

The value of p. at which period-two chaos becomes fully developed chaos has 

received considerable attention in the mathematical literature.3s since it is the point at 

which transients of odd period become possible. We observe the frequency-locked 

behavior at this boundary. which sometimes has subharmonic components of period 

three (these are usually not stable for long times). Since these waveforms have periods 

related to 1 as well as tR' they should not be related to any mathematical properties of 

Eq.(2). Ikeda. Kondo and Akimoto2.9 predict frequency-locked behavior similar to what 

we observe. but experimental and theoretical domains of stability are very different. 

A comparison of our experimental results with theoretical expectations for frequency

locked waveforms is given in Ref. 32. 

We have compared the experimental histograms shown in .Fig. 5 directly with 

histograms generated by Eq.(2). We find that there is some agreement on the basic 

structure. but many details are different. The domains of zero amplitude in period

four and period-two chaos agree quite well. The singularities at X=O and X=Xmax 

are expected theoretically in all cases of p.d. and are seen experimentally only in the 

cases of period-four and period-two chaos. There are additional theoretical peaks 

which are not systematically observed. The histogram of fully developed chaos (row 

six in Fig. 5) is in poor agreement with the map model (Eq. 2). which predicts a 

histogram that looks very much like the histogram of frequency-locked behavior 

shown in row five. 

III. Summary 

We have observed. in detail. the bifurcation structure in an optically bistable 

hybrid. In a general sense this structure is in good agreement with theory. The system 
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bifurcates to chaos through two period doublings. The ratios of the domains of the 

doublings and of the Fourier amplitudes of the spectra are in adequate quantitative 

agreement with Feigenbaum's universal coefficients10 given that the scaling relations 

leading to these coefficients are only approximate for low periods. We rarely observe 

the predicted bifurcation to period eight. and we never observe bifurcations to periods 

sixteen or higher, due to a noise-induced "bifurcation gap". 

The overall structure of the chaotic domain follows the reverse-bifurcation scheme 

discussed by Lorenz.31 One sees partially developed chaos first. with an overlying 

period-four or period-two waveform. and only for larger input intensities is fully 

developed chaos observed. The statistical properties of the chaos are in reasonable 

agreement with the map model except for the histogram of fully developed chaos. 

Between the partially and fully developed chaotic domains. we see a new frequency 

appear that is clearly associated with the response time (bandwidth) of the feedback 

loop. Hence. this is a special property of the difference-differential equation. The new 

frequency is observed to lock to a high harmonic of the period-two frequency. Such 

frequency-locked behavior is commonly observed in hydrodynamic turbulence.27 and it 

is interesting that it occurs in a system as simple as ours. 

At this point. we have studied the period doubling path our system follows from 

stable to erratic behavior and we have looked at various examples of alleged chaotic 

outputs. but it has not actually been proven that these waveforms are chaotic. After 

all. both chaotic and noisy waveforms exhibit continuous spectral backgrounds as well 

as erratic behavior. The next chapter deals with the experimental problem of 

distinguishing chaos from noise. and the struggle to answer the question "How chaotic 

is it?" 
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The set of tools used to recognize and analyze chaos has recently included 

techniques which estimate the dimension37 of an attractor and various entropies from a 

time series. Current techniques involve 1) estimating a dimension from the Kaplan

Yorke (Ky) conjecture (limited to theory22), 2) estimating the dimension from an 

embedding procedure (experiment38 and theory39), 3) estimating a correlation entropy 

from the embedding (mostly experimental40) and 4) estimating the trajectory divergence 

directly (experiment41 and theory39). The techniques involving embeddings have met 

with success in several cases of low dimension. 

In this chapter the existence of low-dimensional chaos in our device is verified by 

using embedding techniques and by directly measuring trajectory divergences. 

Methods 1) and 2) are found to be inconsistent in this case, and method 3) gives 

multivalued results whose meaning may be interpreted through use of a modification 

of 4). A continuous-time chaotic system must have at least two nonnegative Lyapunov 

exponents. One must be positive so that trajectories can diverge, and one must be zero 

to give the attractor stability. Kaplan and Yorke have conjectured that the dimension 

of any continuous attractor must be greater than two, arguing that one direction is 

needed for expansion, one is needed for time-continuity, and at least part of a third 

independent dimension is needed so that the attractor can fold on itself and remain 

contained in a finite space. We find v < 2 over broad parameter ranges (v denotes the 

measured dimension). 
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The apparatus used for these measurements is illustrated in Fig. II. It is much the 

same as that of Chap. 2. except that the delay is now analog. The beam emerging 

from the electro-optic modulator is coupled into an optical fiber. After a 6 fJ.sec delay 

the light leaves the fiber and is detected by a photomultiplier tube. The detector 

output is amplified and applied to the modulator. completing the feedback loop. The 

system is modelled by equation 2.1. For these cases ~ - 0.96 ± 0.01. Two values of 

tR/r are used: "fast" (tR/r'" 5.0 ± 0.5) and "slow" (tR/r ... 2.0 ± 0.2). The 

fundamental period P of what is loosely called the "2tR oscillation" is governed by42 

-r/tR ... (tanw)/w where w .. 2lTtR/P. In the limit of large tR/r. P :!! 2tR. Only the 

inverse chaotic sequence is studied. since in this domain the chaos is unique and well 

characterized43 • Waveforms whose data appear here were chosen by operating at the 

low fJ. end of the Nn domain. This locates the operating point more accurately than 

specifying fJ.. whose error is of the order of the N4 domain. 

A transient digitizer measures the voltage Y at the amplification stage in intervals 

ts. and stores it in the form Yi .. yeti). ti .. its' i .. 1. 26000. To examine chaotic 

signals. a phase space is constructed by forming vectors43 V d (i) .. (Y(ti). yeti + ts)' 

yeti + 2ts)' ...• yeti + dts»' where d is called the embedding dimension. Each vector 

represents a point in a d-dimensional phase space and the entire set of points is the 

working attractor. Correlation integrals Cd (e) are calculated by the Grassberger

Procccia method2o• i.e .• the average number of points in phase space enclosed by a d

dimensional sphere of radius e. For a chaotic signal 

(2) 

The terms dimension (v) and correlation entropy (Ke> are used to describe our results 

whenever their use is consistent with the data. 
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The embedding procedure compares a set of M vectors against a set of N. where 

typically M - N .. 1200. When M or N is tested beyond this value (up to 3500) little 

improvement in the results is seen because the signal to noise properties of the 

embedding increase logarithmically with M or N. Fig. 12 (top) shows embeddings of a 

"slow" N4 (left) and a "fast" N2 (right) waveform. Log2 Cd (f) is plotted vs. log2 f for d 

- 1-6. 9. 12. IS. and 18. The middle row of Fig. 12 shows the slopes vd of Cd(f) 

computed between values of Cd (f) indicated by the heavy arrows on the right borders 

of the top figures. The slopes are computed by a regression analysis. The estimates of 

the 2u points. shown as error bars. suggest the linearity of the correlation curves. but 

are unclear error estimates because the points in the embedding are not statistically 

independent. Random error is estimated by twenty' independent embeddings. which 

yields less than 5% variation in v (we do not know of definitive work on systematic 

errorsll). Note that for d > 7 the slopes vd converge to -a value v. our estimate of the 

dimension. in keeping with the rule of thumbll that dimension should be determined at 

a minimum d :!l! 2v + 1. Observe that v .. 1.6 in the left column. and v .. 2.8 on the 

right. 

The change in dimension (from v(2 to v}2) is examined by synchronizing ts with 

tR using a phase locking device. Attractors formed this way are called Poincare 

sections45•46• because the continuous-time component is eliminated from the data. Thus 

the dimension of a section should be reduced by one as compared to the full attractor. 

The Poincare sections of the waveforms are shown at the bottom of Fig. 12. The one 

to the left is line like. suggesting that the dimension of the full attractor is less than 

two. in while the one to the right is considerably broader. suggesting a filling out of 

the phase space. The finite width of our section (left) is the same as the scatter 

obtained from the section of a periodic signal. indicating that the spread is due to 
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synchronization noise. This noise prevents us from obtaining good straight lines when 

the Poincare section is embedded. The common noise factor indicates that we can 

embed a section of a periodic signal to test for the minimum e for which a dimension 

of zero can be observed. Within the specified range of e. we obtain a dimension that 

is approximately47 u - 1 from the chaotic traces. 

Figure 13 is a plot of the family of curves [log2Cd(e) - log2Cd+l (e)]/(mts ) vs. d for 

the slow N2 waveform for all e over the same portion of the embedding shown in 

Fig. 12 that is used to compute the dimension (ts ... IJLs. m ... 1. d ~ 20). A correlation 

entropy40 exists if for some range of d and independent of e these curves converge on 

a constant Kc. To verify that such a constant can be resolved. periodic and noisy 

signals are tested and no convergence is observed. As Fig. 13 shows. it is found that 

two convergences occur for the chaotic data. one for 8 < d < 12 and another for 14 < 

d < 20. We have observed (by varying m) the empirical relationship mtsKdmax ... c. 

Here K is soml~ plateau. dmax is the maximum d for which it may be observed and c 

is a constant for anyone waveform (varies between waveforms over a range 1 < c < 

2). Both plateaus in Fig. 13 vanish at their appropriate dmax . Without further 

information. one cannot say which convergence is more fundamental. 

Since the dimension of the N2 waveform is near two. it is expected that only one 

positive Lyapunov exponent is present48 and the trajectory divergence should equal the 

entropy. Therefore we calculate the trajectory divergence and compare it to the 

multivalued entropy. To estimate trajectory divergences41 the data set is searched for 

points near V d (i). which generates a subset {V d (j)} such that for all j and for n ... 

O •..• d. V(its+nts)-VUts+nts) < Vo. Here Vo is 0.4% of the maximum voltage variation. 

As prohibitively few such subsets occur in the asynchronous data. the synchronous 

data is used which typically yield 100 such subsets for d == 1. The standard deviations 
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ui (uts )' u - n - d - 0, I,... of the set of voltages are then compute~l. If it exists, the 

"local trajectory divergence" rate It at t - its is estimated as the exponential rate of 

increase of ui (uts) with t - uts . The trajectory divergence rate 1+ is estimated using 

the exponential rate of increase of (ui (uts»i with t .. uts (oi signifies average over i). 

For the data in Fig. 13, 1+ - .4, which agrees with the lower plateau (14 < d < 20 ) in 

Fig. 13 and with the local divergence rates measured here and earlier49• 

Because Cd (e) is unchanged if ts -. -ts' we are motivated to time-reverse the data 

and repeat t~e analysis described above, now looking for an "effective average 

convergence rate" 1-. As above, the way in which nearby trajectories (now time 

reversed) depart is examined. Tests of maps50 indicate that 1- measures a negative 

Lyapunov exponent, if one exists. In this case, the local convergence rate li exists for 

all but a negligible subset of i's. However, results from the N2 data are similar to 

results obtained when a circle map51 derived from Eq. I (in the domain of N2) is 

iterated to form a sequence and then time-reversed. Note that the circle map has no 

negative exponent. We fail to obtain a local convergence rate for all but a negligible 

subset of reference points for both the N2 data and the circle map. Instead we 

typically observe that ui (uts) is a step function. Nevertheless, the plot of log(uih vs. t 

is linear for both the map and experimental data, yielding an effective trajectory 

convergence rate. Both 1-'S are about twice their respective 1+'S. For the data in 

Fig. 13. 1- .. 0.8. which agrees with the upper plateau (8 < d < 12). The rates 1+ and 

1- are indicated on the ordinate of Fig. 13. 

Since the map is chaotic and has one degree of freedom. we can be sure that its l

is not associated with a Lyapunov exponent. Our device is no different from the map 

in its local convergence properties. so we suspect that 1- in our system is also not 

associated with an exponent. The agreement between 1+ and our lower plateau 
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substantiates the idea that we have only one positive Lyapunov exponent. The 

pointwise analysis thus allows us to uniquely associate a Lyapunov exponent with the 

average divergence rate and its corresponding value of the correlation entropy. 

In summary. various methods for recognizing and characterizing chaos have been 

explored. The embedding has been found to be a powerful tool for proving that 

erraticism in our system is due to deterministic rather than stochastic processes52• 

Difficulties are encountered when attempting quantitative applications. however. The 

dimension calculated for our experimental attractor is in direct conflict with the 

Kaplan-Yorke conjecture. This discrepancy is a matter of ongoing study. although it 

seems to indicate a failure of the conjecture. At least two values of the correlation 

entropy are found. neither of which can be taken as correct based on inspection of the 

embedding alone. It has been determined from trajectory divergence analyses that one 

entropy value represents an average divergence rate. In the example above. the other 

entropy value matched an effective average convergence rate. Similar rates have been 

found in mappings. verifying that there can be more rates than Lyapunov exponents. 

The Lyapunov exponents require averaging over the attractor in order for them to be 

well-defined constants. When chaos is investigated by examining average properties of 

the attractor. excess rates are generated by the averaging. By investigating pointwise 

properties of the system we can objectively identify which rates are Lyapunov 

exponents. 
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APPENDIX A 

PERIOD DOUBLING AND UNIVERSALITY 

The steady states of Eq.(2.2) are the same as those of Eq.(2.l) and are defined by 

Xn + I - Xn - X(l). In the experiment. we concentrated on the instabilities in the 

lower branch of the curve. For that reason we do not introduce notation that 

differentiates the upper and lower branches. Should ambiguities arise. they are 

resolved by applying the results only to the lower branch. For convenience. let us 

denote the right-hand side of Eq.(2.2) as f(X) and its derivative with respect to X as 

f'(X). The steady state is then stable if and only if f'(X) < I. The steady-state curve in 

Fig. 9 is divided into segments. and only the segments labeled "I" are stable. The 

dashed portion is the unstable branch which plays no role in the dynamics and is 

ignored from now on. If the steady-state output becomes unstable at some /L (denote 

this as /L"'/Ll)' the next equation to check is the first iterate of Eq.(2.2). namely. 

Xn+2-r(2)(Xn ). where r(2)(X) - f(f(X». If one inspects this equation for its steady 

states. one finds that a bifurcation takes place at the point /L=/Ll' One finds three 

steady states for /L>/Ll which we denote as X(2)i. i", 1. 2. 3. such that X(2)3 '" X(l) 

(i.e.. the old steady state) is unstable by the stability criterion f(2) '(X(2) 3) > I. and 

X(2) I and X(2) 2 co f(X(2) I) are stable. Because X(2) I is the iterate of X(2) 2. this 

describes a time dependent output of the device of period two. This is labeled as "2" 

in Fig. 9. As one increases /L. the steady states of f(2) become unstable at /L"/L2' Except 

for bookkeeping and notation. the analysis of the bifurcation of the period-two system 

is exactly the same as period one. since the initial function was arbitrary and could 

have been chosen to be r(2) in the first place. Hence. the next step involves looking at 
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the first iterate of c(2). namely. c(4)(X) ... c(2)(c(2)(X)). This is found to bifurcate at the 

point J.L-J.L2' One finds seven steady-state solutions of X(n+4) .. c(4)(Xn) of which 

X(4)S .. X(2) I. X(4)6 - X(2)2' and X(4)7'" x(l) are unstable. and the timing 

sequence of the four stable solutions is defined by X(4) i+l ... f(X(4) i). i .. I. 2. 3 and 

X(4) I .. f(X(4) 4)' At this point it is convenient to let X(P) i (where P - 2n) be the 

smallest stable solution. in which case one finds that 

(I) 

This establishes the basic pattern of the period-four system which we always 

observe experimentally. Notice also that the bifurcation is such that as J.L-+f.L2' 

X(4) I-+X(2) I and X(4)3-+X(2) I (the others approach X(2)2)' This means that near the 

bifurcation point. the period-four solutions are very similar to the (unstable) period

two solutions. Note also that 0 < X(4) 1 < X(2) 1 with similar restrictions on the other 

stable amplitudes. 

This stability analysis is then iterated through periods 8. 16 ..... 2n+1 where the 

bifurcation points are at J.L=f.Ln' One of the important theoretical advances (Ref. 10) in 

understanding these bifurcations is the realization that the theort!tical analysis of the 

period-2n+1 case can be scaled into the analysis of the period-2n case with a scaling 

relation that depends only on f being parabolic in the neighborho()d of its critical 

point. Among other things. this scaling implies that 

lim 
n"'oo 

-+ 0 .. 4.669 (2) 
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and hence, the domains of stability vanish geometrically (J.tn+l -f.Ln oc 5-n) and the 

sequence of bifurcations stops at a finite value f.L=f.Lc such that for f.L > f.Lc one has 

chaotic behavior. 
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